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President’s
Message
John Hetrick, PE, ASHE President 2010-2011
As I write this message, I am in King

at an all time high. I am encouraged with the quality of

of Prussia, PA, to attend Delaware Valley’s

the educational programs and I think that the number

Technical Seminar. I have been busy

of new members joining the Sections will continue to

traveling to Sections to attend technical

increase.

seminars, dinner meetings, an ASHE

As of this writing, the nation still does not have a

Past Presidents Banquet and two days

new multi-year reauthorization of the federal surface

in Columbus, Ohio to attend the Ohio

transportation program which is now more than a

Transportation Engineering Conference (OTEC). I want

year past due. The highway and transit programs will

to publicly thank my wife, Ann, for graciously putting

operate under a sixth short-term extension that will last

up with my absence, my employer, SAI Consulting

through March 4, 2011. How to finance a new multi-year

Engineers, and my construction management staff for

bill remains the impediment which the two houses of

keeping things running smoothly while I am gone.

Congress must resolve.

When speaking at different functions my message

For the 2010 National Conference in Cincinnati,

is this: the state of ASHE is excellent and the strategic

which made a modest profit, there were 533 registered

plan serves as our guiding light, providing direction

attendees. This was a great effort from the Conference

for the organization, Sections, Regions and the National

Committee and all of us who were in attendance thank

Board. The ASHE Strategic Plan assures us that we

them for that effort. The 2011 National Conference will

maintain our grass roots approach … through education,

be held at the Caribe Royale in Orlando, FL, June 22nd

innovation and fellowship. Sections are providing

to the 26th. The 2011 National Conference Committee

excellent dinner programs, educational seminars and

has secured additional room nights, at the conference

OTEC was abundant with excellent sessions. With 2,700

rate, for several days before and after the actual event.

registered participants and many quality programs, it

This provides a great opportunity for a family vacation

was a challenge to decide which session to attend. All

to Orlando. The Conference Committee recently received

of the educational/technical seminars that I have been

word that the application to award PDH’s for the

invited to have offered CEU’s or PDH’s for the registered

conference technical sessions has been approved. The

professionals in attendance.

registration forms will appear in the spring SCANNER

Your National Board traveled to Albany, NY for
their October meeting and we chartered ASHE’s 42nd
Section. It was a beautiful weekend for travel and it

issue, along with the conference program or you may
register on line.
ASHE’s National reorganization continues to move

was a great ceremony. Good luck to Mike Hurtt and his

forward at a rapid pace. Many documents are being

newly elected Albany Section Board of Directors. There

reviewed and rewritten but the physical reorganization

is great local interest in ASHE as they chartered with 76

is proceeding smoothly. I thank the Section Regional

new members.

representatives and the National Directors for the

One of my goals this year was to reduce the number

positive approach that is being presented to make this

of dropped members. Unfortunately, the Sections

happen. This is not to say that there are not rocks in the

continued to clear their books of past members who

road, but everything is progressing at a steady pace.

have not paid dues and dropped members added up
significantly. However, the number of new members is

American Society of Highway Engineers

As always you can contact me directly with
questions or suggestions at jlhetrik@u2bwest.com.n
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Reconnecting History
in Phoenixville, PA
Barry Epply, P.E., Senior Vice President, JMT
Kathleen Glatfelter, Marketing Coordinator, JMT

Historic and Museum Commission (PHMC)

a steel bridge. Because this structure

Phoenixville, Pennsylvania was thriving

to provide a context sensitive design. This

spanned a site that previously housed a

from rapid industrial growth. However,

project also spanned the former site of the

steel fabricator, there was equal justification

this growth also led to increased pedestrian,

iconic Phoenix Iron Company, which was

for either a concrete or steel replacement

horse-drawn cart, and locomotive traffic,

originally a nail factory and then became

structure. JMT prepared a study to evaluate

which caused congestion at the town’s

a manufacturer of the Griffen cannon

numerous replacement alternatives that

existing bridge that crossed French Creek

and iron and steel beams. The Phoenix

would satisfy the mitigation requirements.

at Main and Bridge Streets. To alleviate this

Iron Company was also responsible for

Photographic renderings of the replacement

congestion and provide access to the north

the production and construction of the

alternatives were prepared, a visual

side of Phoenixville, the Chester County

patented Phoenix column truss bridges.

preference survey was conducted at a public

Commissioners approved the design

Now a Brownfield site, this property was

meeting, and a consensus was formed to

and construction of a bridge that would

under land development at the bridge

sustain the history of the site and to pursue

extend Gay Street from the Bridge Street

design project’s commencement. The only

a steel arch structure. Because the Gay Street

intersection to span French Creek. This steel

remaining building from the Iron Company

Bridge typical section is highly visible from

bridge became known as the “high bridge”

facility was the foundry building, which

underneath the new structure, the view

by local residents after its construction circa

was also undergoing a historic renovation

from underneath would be as aesthetically

1881.

during the bridge design project.

important as the elevation view. This issue

In the late 1800s, the Borough of

Unfortunately, the bridge fell into

The design team recognized the

played heavily in the decision to provide

disrepair after only 43 years and was

critical role that the community would

a true arch span as opposed to a standard

replaced in 1924 by a 12-span, 936-foot

play in the design process, and therefore

beam bridge with arched fascia panels.

long concrete open spandrel arch structure.

established a Citizen and Business Advisory

After this new Gay Street Bridge also

Committee, which consisted of residents,

Street Bridge is a nine-span structure

became identified as structurally deficient,

community leaders, business owners, and

consisting of three sections. The south

its owner, the Pennsylvania Department

public officials. The design team worked

approach is a three-span curved steel plate

of Transportation (PennDOT) Engineering

closely with the Borough to coordinate any

girder with two spans of 61’ and one span of

District 6-0, selected Johnson, Mirmiran &

proposed improvements that might impact

75’. The north approach is a two-span steel

Thompson (JMT) of York, Pennsylvania to

the bridge project, including proposed

plate girder with 123’-3” and 100’ spans. The

redesign the structure, in the context that

future site improvements under the bridge,

structure’s main section is a four-span arch

the Gay Street Bridge was a contributing

the Borough’s streetscape plan, and a new

utilizing a two-hinged, steel, open spandrel

element to the extensive Phoenixville

trail under the bridge.

deck arch with the floor system consisting

Historic District.

During the design phase, the team

The new historically sensitive Gay

of rolled beam stringers and floorbeams.

researched the site’s history to help define

The arch rib is a constant depth steel plate

passionate about the Gay Street Bridge,

the appearance and the material of the

girder. The arch span lengths are 116’, 162’,

as it was a very prominent fixture in the

replacement structure. It was discovered

162’ and 112’-3”, with the structure’s overall

Borough of Phoenixville; it was imperative

that the existing structure was a massive

length 972’-6”.

that the PennDOT/JMT design team work

open spandrel concrete arch, yet the

with the community and the Pennsylvania

previous structure at this location was

Many community members were

The light poles, the architectural
treatments, and even the color of the steel
“Reconnecting” continued p. 25

American Society of Highway Engineers
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Critical Link in the Great
Allegheny Passage

Riverton Bridge and
McKeesport
Ramps
M. Patrick Kane, PE
Photo courtesy of Kordite. www.flickr.com

The Riverton railroad bridge, erected in 1890, previously carried heavy rail traffic for
over a century. The railroad structure was converted to a pedestrian bridge providing a
missing link in the Great Allegheny Passage Trail and vital connectivity from Cumberland,
MD to Pittsburgh, PA. This link now provides a connection of the trail over the Monongahela
River from Duquesne to McKeesport, PA.
The Regional Trail Corporation funded the Riverton Bridge and McKeesport Ramps
project. The Riverton Bridge was donated by the Union Railroad to make this project
possible. Upon completion of the project, the Regional Trail Corporation formally turned over
ownership of the bridge to Allegheny County, PA to operate and maintain it as part of the trail
network.
L.R. Kimball provided the design services for the new 12’ wide trail constructed over the
existing 10’ wide deck system of the Riverton railroad bridge This project also included the
design of a new multi-span ramp structure on the McKeesport end of the Bridge to provide
access between the bridge and the trail. Adhering to an aggressive project schedule, Kimball
completed the following tasks within a 10 month time period to meet the client’s desired
completion date: final design, environmental permitting and construction consultation.
Innovative details and fabrication techniques used on the bridge included:
•

Spherical bearings on existing pier for ramp

•

Carrier beams attached to existing truss to carry spherical bearings

•

Tee sections used to widen deck to 12’ without extending existing 10’ rail ties

•

Channel sections used to carry sleeper system over gaps in the rail ties at expansion
joints

The construction for the bridge retrofit and the new ramps was completed as a joint effort
between American Bridge Corporation and Trumbull Corporation. This project represented a
true partnering effort:
•

Allegheny Regional Trail Corporation (client)

•

Allegheny County Department of Engineering and Construction (final owner)

•

American Bridge Corporation

•

Trumbull Corporation

•

L.R. Kimball

The construction of this project was completed on time. A ribbon cutting ceremony was
held at the bridge, September 25, 2008, with participation by many local dignitaries. The facility
opened to the general public October 4, 2008, as part of the Pittsburgh 250 celebration. n

American Society of Highway Engineers
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SAFETY CONFERENCE:
February 16-17, 2011!!
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The Missing Link
James (Jim) Swartz, P.E., ASHE - Cuyahoga Valley
Section President
Fernando Rodriguez, P.E., Senior Transportation
Engineer, URS Corporation

Background
Ohio State Route (SR) 8 is a highway that connects the
Akron-Canton area with the eastern suburbs of Cleveland and
Cuyahoga County. In 1954 a four-mile segment of SR 8 in northern
Summit County was upgraded from a two-lane highway to a
four-lane divided highway on new alignment with four signalized
intersections and an interchange with the concurrently constructed
Ohio Turnpike. In the 1960’s and 70’s, north and south of this fourmile segment, SR 8 was upgraded to freeway standards to the south
and interstate standards (I 271) to the north. In the 1970’s, a planning
study was conducted to upgrade this four-mile stretch to freeway
standards, however, the study died for lack of support and money.
As suburban growth continued in the 1970’s, 80’s and 90’s, this fourmile segment became a traffic bottle neck. Daily AM and PM rush
hour traffic backups and long delays became the norm as ADT’s
exceeded 40,000 with predictions for 54,000 by 2015.
Finally in the mid 90’s the Summit County Engineer with
support from AMATS (regional transportation planning agency for
greater Akron area) activated a planning study on the “Missing Link”
to eliminate this four-mile bottle neck. As the study progressed, local
communities and ODOT started to join in the support for design
and construction of four-lane freeway on the existing alignment.
Proposed improvements included an upgraded interchange at
the Ohio Turnpike (I 80), elimination of three traffic signalized
intersections and bypass of the fourth traffic signal just south of
the I 271/SR 8 interchange, with the addition of freeway to freeway
directional ramps. ODOT hired URS, who had preformed the
previously conducted study and prepared the design plans for the
northern two miles of the SR 8 freeway upgrade and the directional
ramps with I 271. SUM-8-15.63 plans were completed, bid and
awarded for construction by ODOT in 2006 with Beaver Excavating
from Canton, Ohio as the lead contractor.

American Society of Highway Engineers

“Link” continued p. 24
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ASHE
Albany Section
Chartered

ASHE National explored an opportunity to start a Section in
Albany, NY. Invitations for an introductory lunch meeting in June
2009 were sent out to key representatives of the local highway

Prentice approached Michael Hurtt to discuss the opportunity to
move ASHE into Albany.
In the weeks that followed, Al Algazi continued to recruit

community including New York State DOT, FHWA, and consultants.

Michael Hurtt as the local champion. Mike met with Al Algazi, Mike

Samir Mody, ASHE New Sections Committee Chairman, organized

Hershey, and Sam Mody in November 2009 where Mike committed

this effort along with assistance from Michael Hershey of the New

to lead the effort of establishing an Albany Section.

York Metro Section. Interest at this luncheon was positive, with

A core group of individuals was reached out to, generally

approximately 20 individuals in attendance, yet the local champion

consisting of those that had attended the June 2009 introductory

needed to spearhead the Section did not materialize.

lunch.

In October of the same year, the National Board held their board

At a lunch hosted by Michael Hurtt in January 2010, the Albany

meeting in Lake Placid, NY, site of the 2013 National Conference

Section was formed and the interim officers and directors were

to be hosted by the recently formed Central New York Section

selected.

(Syracuse/Rochester/Binghamton area). Present that weekend in

The first order of business for the newly formed Albany Section

Lake Placid were John Franz, chartering President of the Central

was membership recruitment. In a timely coincidence, National

New York Section and chairman of the 2013 National Conference;

Engineers Week activities were to be held the week of February

Pamela Patch (Central New York Section ), 2013 National Conference

22. This event is celebrated in Albany each year with a two-day

Facilities subcommittee chair, and Michael Hurtt (Central New York

conference with attendance around 800. With monetary assistance

Section), subcommittee member and Albany area resident. During

from National, the Albany Section secured space at the conference

the weekend stay, National Board members Al Algazi and Richard

where the ASHE display and printed materials were used. This

ASHE Albany Section Officers
President
Michael Hurtt, P.E.
CHA, Inc.

Secretary
John Saia, Jr., P.E.
Wilbur Smith Assoc.

Directors
Arnold Hausler
FHWA

First Vice President
Thomas Cascino, P.E.
AECOM

Treasurer
Kevin Hajos, P.E.
Warren County DPW

Anoosheh (AJ) Jannesari, P.E.
Wilbur Smith Assoc.

Second Vice President
Valeriya Remezova, PhD
FHWA
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James Rashford IV, P.E.
CHA Inc.
Eric Williams, P.E.
M.J. Engineering and Land Surveying
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event proved successful in developing the Section’s membership,

Dimension Steel Fabrication plant was jointly held with ACI, ASCE,

particularly with the recruitment of vendors, suppliers, and

and others. Future joint tours and meetings are being planned.
The Albany Section officially chartered October 8, 2010 at a

contractors.
On April 13, 2010, the Section’s first official lunch meeting was

dinner meeting. The Section was honored to have the entire ASHE

held. Presenting at that meeting were Richard Prentice, Al Algazi, and

National Board in attendance. Keynote speaker for the event was

Richard Cochrane from National, John Franz from the Central New

Michael Davies, P.E. (FHWA- NY Division Assistant Division

York Section, and Mike Hershey from Metro New York. Attendance

Administrator and Albany ASHE Charter Member). ASHE National

was approximately 50.

President John Hetrick installed the section officers.

One of the challenges the fledgling Albany Section faced

Given the geographic relationship between the Albany Section

immediately was the pushback from those in the industry that

and the Central New York Section, and that Michael Hurtt, John

didn’t feel another professional organization was needed in the

Franz, and Christopher Waite are charter members of both Sections, a

area. To counter this resistance, the leadership of the Albany Section

synergy has developed between the Sections. All three members are

determined the best course of action was to combine efforts and

also subcommittee members for the 2013 ASHE National Conference

resources with other local organizations when feasible, such as

in Lake Placid, NY. By agreement between the Sections, Albany will

joint meetings and joint tours. In July 2010 a joint tour of the I-87

co-host the National Conference with Central New York, with Central

Interchange 6 project in Latham, NY was held with ASCE. In August

New York taking the lead. Both John Franz and Michael Hurtt are the

2010 a joint luncheon was held with ASCE and ACEC, featuring

2013 National Conference Co-chairs; John Franz for Central New York

NYSDOT Chief Engineer, Robert Dennison. In October 2010 a tour of

and Michael Hurtt for Albany. n

The Albany Section chartered with 78 members:
J. Nicholas Adams, P.E.		

Eric Alexopoulos, P.E.		

Frank Ambrosio, P.E.

Ludwig Bach			

Wayne Bonesteel, P.E.		

Richard Bovee, P.E.

John Brizzell, P.E.		

Rob Cartwright, P.E.		

Thomas Cascino, P.E.

Maria Chau			

Peter Christiano			

Paul Cooney, P.E.

Brian Cooper, P.E.		

Thomas Cronin			

Romulus Danciu

Michael Davies, P.E.		

Richard Dearstyne			

Karl Detrick

Kristie DiCocco		

Christina Douglas, P.E.		

Thomas Field, P.E.

Carsten Floess, P.E.		

John Franz, Jr., P.E.			

Randy Freeman

Christine Frisch		

Keith Giles, P.E.			

Kevin Hajos, P.E.

Preston Halstead, P.E.		

Donald Hamm			

Arnold Hausler

Steven Hinding		

Michael Hurtt, P.E.			

Anoosheh (AJ) Jannesari, P.E.

Thomas Johnson, P.E.		

Donald Klugo			

John LaClair, P.E.

Roger Laime, P.E.		

Sherman Lane			

Robert Lashway

Erik LeClair, P.E.		

Tanna LeGere			

Michael Lemme, P.E.

Fred Mastroianni, P.E.		

Doug McCluskey			

James Mearkle, P.E.

Peter Melewski, P.E.		

Tricia Millington, RLA		

Mark Olstad, P.E.

Brian Osterhout, P.E.		

Melanie Osterhout, P.E.		

Jeff Pangburn, P.E.

Michael Panichelli, P.E.		

Clifford Pearson			

Sarah Quandt

James Rashford IV, P.E.		

Valeriya Remezova, PhD		

Jack Robson, P.E.

Daniel Rourke, P.E.		

Gregory Roy, P.E.			

Stephen Rutkey, P.E.

John Saia, Jr., P.E.		

Laura Sanda, P.E.			

Jeffrey Schleier

Chad Schneider		

George Schupp			

Warren Shaw, P.E.

James Shields			

William Shover, P.L.S.		

Robert Sipzner, P.E.

Edmund Snyder III		

Jessica Sweeney, P.E.		

Doug Teator

Edwin Twiss, Jr., P.E.		

Christopher Waite, P.E.		

Lisa Wallin, P.E.

Lisa Westrick, P.E.		

Eric Williams, P.E.			

Lindsay Zefting

American Society of Highway Engineers
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Flight 93
National Memorial

A Common Field One Day...
A Field of Honor Forever.

The Flight 93 Memorial Plaza rendering depicts a part of the permanent memorial to be completed by 9-11-2011.
Photo courtesy of Neighborhood America and Paul Murdoch Architects.

Flight 93 National Memorial Project
Shanksville, Pennsylvania

Dain Davis, Environmental Department Supervisor
The EADS Group
Karen Shutty, P.E. Design Manager
The EADS Group

On September 11, 2001, the U.S. came under attack when four
commercial airliners were hijacked and used to strike targets on the
ground. Nearly 3,000 people were killed. Because of the actions of the
40 passengers and crew aboard one of the planes, Flight 93, the attack
on the nation’s capital was thwarted. Instead, the Boeing 757 crashed
into a reclaimed strip-mine area, near Shanksville, in southwestern
Pennsylvania. From that time on people from all walks of life began
to visit the area, generating the process to establish a National
Memorial. It became the responsibility of the National Park Service
(NPS) to ensure that the story of the passengers and crew is told for
generations to come, and that the crash site of Flight 93 is protected
unimpaired in perpetuity.
The EADS Group’s (EADS), involvement with the Flight 93
Memorial began in 2005 when Paul Murdoch Architects (PMA) of
Los Angeles, CA, hired EADS to develop mapping and complete a
feasibility study for sewer and water service to the site. PMA was
selected by the NPS, through an international design competition, to
develop the selected design for the Flight 93 National Memorial.

Memorial Concept Design
In 2008, EADS was tasked to complete the site civil design
for the 300+ acre site from the Preliminary Design Phase through
Flight 93 Memorial Plaza at the Sacred Ground crash site. Photo courtesy of
Paul Murdoch Architects.

Construction Document Phase with a condensed schedule of 12
months.
The scope of work involved implementing the sketch phase
design, development of horizontal and vertical alignments and
grading for the internal memorial access roads, parking lots,
Sacred Ground Plaza and Memorial Wall. A 3-D surface was built
for the entire site using In-Roads V8 software. This allowed PMA
and NPS to better visualize the site in its natural setting and begin
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Construction of the Ring Road excavation and backfill. Photo courtesy of the National Park Service.

modifications to enhance the design. Other design tasks included
drainage and post construction storm water management design,
Erosion & Sedimentation Control Plan and NPDES permitting, Army
Corps of Engineers (ACOE) Section 404 Permit and Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Protection (PADEP) 401 Water Quality
Certification. EADS facilitated processing of the permits for the NPS
by meeting with the ACOE and PADEP to personally introduce the
project and address the environmental constraints and the proposed
mitigation. The project impacted two acres of exceptional value
wetlands which were mitigated on site and integrated into the
overall design concept. The Corps approved the Section 404 permit
on 9/11/09. The PADEP approved the NPDES and issued the 401
Water Quality Certification on November 3, 2009, 12 months after
preliminary design began.
The goal of all design aspects was to fit each element of design
aesthetically into the natural landscape. Although a complex project
to design and permit, the goals of the NPS were achieved and
the NPS opened bids for the initial phases of construction for the
Memorial on October 30, 2009. Ken Salazar, US Secretary of Interior,
announced the successful contractor, Arrow Kinsley Joint Venture,
York, PA, during the ground-breaking ceremony held November 7,
2009. The project is currently under construction with completion
scheduled for September 11, 2011. As a companion project to the
Memorial, EADS also designed and permitted the 2.3 mile primary
access road to the Memorial. The roadway project was awarded

The Memorial design includes a 7300’ circular 2- lane Ring Road, walkway,
and 40 groves of 40 maple trees.

to New Enterprise Stone and Lime Co. for $4.5 million dollars.
It is under construction and is also scheduled for completion on
September 11, 1011. n
The NPS Flight 93 website has up to date information on the Memorial
at http://www.nps.gov/flni/index.htm.
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Modernizing
Pittsburgh’s West
End Circle
Cheryl Moon-Sirianni, P.E., PennDOT District 11-0,
Bridgevillle, PA
Jim Katsafanas, P.E., Michael Baker Jr., Inc.,
Moon Township, PA
Improving a busy traffic circle is a daunting enough challenge–
add the need to maintain 50,000 vehicles per day during construction
within a confined urban area lying in a Western Pennsylvania valley
that includes two separate railroads, a meandering creek, numerous
utilities, residences and businesses, and a hillside that has a tendency
to turn into a hill-slide, and it becomes a real challenge.
Beginning in 2001, Pennsylvania Department of Transportation
(PennDOT) Engineering District 11-0 and engineering consultant,
Michael Baker Jr., Inc. (Baker), began the task of improving
Pittsburgh’s West End Circle interchange. The objectives were to
accommodate current and future travel demand, improve safety,

Improving a busy traffic circle is a
daunting enough challenge – add
the need to maintain 50,000 vehicles

enhance roadway and route continuity, improve access to the North
Shore (home of the Steelers, Pirates, Rivers Casino and Carnegie
Science Center), and support plans to revitalize Pittsburgh’s West
End community.
The West End Circle provides a major connection where one

per day during construction within a

US route, three state routes, and the West End Bridge, which crosses

confined urban area lying in a western

and high-crash rate area. US 19/PA 51 is a major connection to

Pennsylvania valley that includes two

Tunnel. PennDOT and Baker worked to eliminate the existing circle

the Ohio River, all come together in an often confusing, congested,
Pittsburgh’s southern suburbs and is a bypass of the I-376 Fort Pitt

separate railroads, a meandering

configuration by realigning US 19/PA 51 and directly connecting it

creek, numerous utilities, residences

51 from South Main Street. The project included several roadway

and businesses, and a hillside that has a

to the West End Bridge. This required grade-separating US 19/PA
realignments, four new bridges, three retaining walls, and two ramps
to facilitate access to and from the West End community. The longest

tendency to turn into a hill-slide, and it

of the new bridges is a 188-foot, steel plate girder bridge that carries

becomes a real challenge.

950-foot anchored soldier-pile wall, runs along the east side of US 19

US 19/PA 51 over South Main Street. The most significant wall, a
between Ramp B, the connection from US 19 northbound to South
Main Street, and the Mount Washington hillside.
Enormous excavation, including approximately 90,000
cubic yards of rock excavation along Mount Washington, and
repositioning of the supporting earthwork to accommodate the
new series of roadways, ramps, and bridge structures was required.
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However, the historically instable portion of the targeted excavation

improvements that engaged community groups and residents to

area complicated these efforts further. A portion of the Mount

generate public interest and consensus for the project. As a result,

Washington hillside that contains the existing US 19 roadway

the community selected the style of the aesthetic treatments and the

and Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad consists of a landside-prone,

bridge beam colors. Bicyclists and other outdoor enthusiasts had

Pittsburgh red-bed claystone formation along the base of the hillside.

long yearned for a safe passage through this area and the ability to

To mitigate this instability, each pile of the anchored soldier pile

reconnect to Ohio River riverfront. The solution was a shared-use

wall along Ramp A was designed independently based on the most

path incorporated into the design, complete with landscaping and

critical force (either earth pressure or global stability) in order to

decorative lighting.

overcome the global instability of the hillside and avoid future
catastrophic landslides.

Even in the construction phase, the community remained
engaged. PennDOT and the construction contractor, Trumbull

With traffic on US 19 below, the motoring public’s safety

Corporation, met regularly with the local business leaders to discuss

during the Mt. Washington hillside excavation and retaining wall

construction phasing and the project schedule. These efforts helped

construction was a big concern during design. Baker and PennDOT

gain community support for the project, despite the traffic disruptions

studied construction techniques and means for rock-fall protection

caused by three years of roadway and bridge construction.

along US 19. Construction had to be carefully sequenced to provide

In addition to local community groups, PennDOT and Baker

four lanes of traffic at all times while safely accommodating

coordinated with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the City of

commuters and minimizing delays through the highly congested

Pittsburgh, the railroads and numerous utility companies to address

construction zone. Ultimately, the project team incorporated a

potential impacts to other infrastructure in the area.

construction access bench into the design and detailed the excavation

PennDOT and Baker worked to reduce overall project cost since

requirements in the project specifications to facilitate the removal of

construction costs were growing exponentially during the design

the material and provide access for the construction of the anchored

phase of the project. The project team developed several innovative

soldier pile wall along Ramp B.

“right-sizing” solutions that saved approximately $7 million in

Prior to construction, impacts to a 48” and a 42” diameter, 40-

construction costs on the $59 million project. These changes included

foot deep, brick-lined, main-trunk sewer lines that served the valley

the reuse of the existing stone masonry abutments for the South Main

and connected to the local treatment facility on the North Shore

Street Bridge, modifying the design criteria for Ramp B to reduce the

needed to be considered. These lines conflicted with the proposed

height and length of the retaining wall along Ramp B, use of guide-

US 19 bridge pile foundations and would need to be relocated. The

rail instead of moment slabs on the roadway and ramps, and redesign

depth of the sewers made open excavations prohibitive due to the

of Ramp A to shorten the southern project limits and eliminate a

tight construction area and the need to maintain traffic on South

fourth retaining wall.

Main Street and US 19. The design team specified construction

Despite all the challenges and limitations, the project team was

techniques that utilized bore pits located at junction chambers to

able to fulfill the project goals to improve traffic flow and safety,

allow for microtunneling of the sewer line relocations.

enhance roadway continuity and help revitalize Pittsburgh’s West

PennDOT implemented an extensive community outreach
process during the planning and construction of the West End

American Society of Highway Engineers

End through careful planning, design, coordination, and community
outreach. n
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Great Lakes Region

Mile Markers
The Ohio Transportation Engineering
Conference-2010
The Ohio Transportation Engineering Conference
(OTEC) was held October 19-20, 2010 in Columbus,
Ohio. ASHE’s Great Lakes Region held a fundraiser at
the conference in which two tickets, donated by ASHE
National Treasurer David Jones, to The Ohio State
University vs. University of Michigan football game were
raffled off. The fundraise raised $1650 for the Great Lakes
Region. Aimee Hall, of WE Stilson Consulting Group, was
the lucky winner. ASHE National President, John Hetrick,
presented Aimee with the tickets.
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Operations Manual Updates
Shirley Stuttler, Chair

Sections are reminded to utilize the various documents
contained in the Operations Manual that may be found on
the National Website www.highwayengineers.org under the
downloads link.
Revisions were made to the following documents during this
past quarter:
* 2010-2011 Region Officers List
* 2010-2011 National Region Directors List
* 2010-2011 Section Officers List
* Installation of Officers Ceremony
* Region Organization & Plan Guidelines
* Section Program Summaries
* Introduction
If you need any assistance in locating any documents that
are part of our Operations Manual, please contact Shirley at
sstuttler@hughes.net.

Highway & Bridge Engineering
Civil Engineering
Construction Inspection
Environmental Services
Structural Engineering
Permitting
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Route 36 Highlands Bridge over the Shrewsbury
River connecting the Boroughs of Highlands and
Sea Bright, Monmouth County, NJ

Tomorrow’s
Gateway
NJDOT, Owner
Jacobs Civil, Design Consultant
Replacement of the existing 1240-ft long low-level movable
Route 36 Highlands Bridge, with a mid-level fixed bridge is an
ongoing project of the NJDOT designed to eliminate many existing
substandard features of the old bridge and remedy extensive
vehicular and marine traffic conflicts which currently exist.
The new bridge replaces the existing movable double leaf
bascule with a 65-ft high fixed structure that is being constructed with
a slight shift in the alignment to the south at the channel yet meets the
existing alignment at the east and west abutments in Highlands and
Sea Bright. The new bridge is approximately 1611-ft long, providing
two 12-foot traffic lanes, one eight-foot shoulder/bike lane and one
eight-foot sidewalk in both directions. The width of the bridge is
approximately 92’-3” and provides for a center median.
The first half of the new structure was opened to traffic on
October 30, 2009 - ahead of schedule. The demolition of the old
bridge was completed in April 2010. The piers and superstructure for
the north half of the new bridge are nearly complete.
Improvements to both the eastern and western approaches to the
bridge, new turn-arounds within the Sandy Hook Unit of connectivity
throughout the project limits, are included in the project. The south
pedestrian bridge is complete and the north pedestrian bridge is
nearing completion. New toll plazas were opened last summer and
VMS signs are being used throughout the project to provide up-todate information. Travel times are being displayed during the peak
summer seasons to allow motorists to reroute if the Park is closed to
traffic.
Construction is scheduled to be completed by spring 2011. n
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Raleigh Engineers in Afghanistan
The Louis Berger Group, Inc.

The United States Agency for International Development’s (USAID) road
reconstruction efforts in Afghanistan began in 2002 with the Reconstruction of
Economic Facilities and Services (REFS) program. Under REFS, more than 1,500
kilometers of primary roads, secondary roads and urban roads in Afghanistan
were funded by USAID. USAID, under the current Afghanistan Infrastructure
Rehabilitation Program (AIRP), continues the reconstruction of roads that improve
mobility throughout the country and aid in the region’s economic recovery and
development.
For example, because of its strategic importance in providing an alternate route
for travel between the north and central provinces of Afghanistan, USAID included the
design of the Bamyan to Dushi Road as part of the AIRP program. The road has been
categorized as a National Highway and therefore will require a high level of service.
The proposed improvements to the road will allow traffic to bypass the Salang Tunnel,
which even under the best of conditions, subjects all northbound and southbound
traffic to considerable time delays during the winter months. (Under the worst of
conditions, the road is virtually impassable and is extremely dangerous.) Over 160 km
of new roadway alignment, broken into 4 segments for construction, has been tasked
to The Louis Berger Group, Inc. (Berger).
Security forces escorting Berger’s Engineering
Team through the project.

Berger’s Raleigh office was tasked with the design of Segment 4 of the Bamyan
to Dushi Road. This 40-km segment traverses through a canyon with vertical faces
that are 200 meters or higher and along a river with swift moving mountain runoff. A
total elevation relief of more than 2,000 meters occurs across the alignment. Roadway
design had to consider rock cut and other earth work for the final alignment while
maintaining FHWA and AASHTO standards; hydraulic design had to factor in
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seasonal flooding and concern for protecting local irrigation practices. Additionally,
seven new bridges were considered for this segment. The design was a delicate balance of
constructability, cost, and maintaining US Highway standards. Global coordination efforts
between Raleigh and Kabul occurred regularly to discuss design progress, address areas of
concern, and provide relevant field data such as surveys and geotechnical information.
In July 2010, Dean Hatfield, Rick Coffman, and Billy Tillitt from Berger’s Raleigh office
visited the proposed site to study the project area and gain a first-hand understanding of the
community this roadway will serve. The trip provided valuable insight into local irrigation
systems, mini hydroelectric plants, and geographic features that otherwise may have been
overlooked. The main take away from the trip was the resourcefulness of local farmers in
creating irrigation systems for cultivated land. In several locations, elaborate raised ditches
carried irrigation water to fields as the roadway fell away with the river. Cultivated land
included fruits, wheat, and grazing lands for livestock. Maintaining irrigation is vital to the
livelihood of the residents of this arid mountainous region. When the new segment is opened,
these farmers will have the ability to service larger markets because of the increased mobility
of the region.
The typical roadway section through the project has a 7.0 meter carriageway with 2.0 meter
shoulders. The minimum design speed through the project is 40 kph. Earthwork for Segment
4 alone includes 1.4 million cubic meters of excavation, 990 thousand cubic meters of rock

Typical terrain through design segment.

excavation, and 846 thousand cubic meters of embankment. Retaining walls, guard walls, and
slope protection will be masonry rock and utilize the excavated material where suitable.
Several challenges lie ahead as the design nears completion and the project enters the
construction phase. These issues include:
•

Maintaining traffic during construction

•

Minimizing the roadway footprint along cultivated land

•

Determining rainfall intensities with limited historic data

•

Designing drainage for increased sediment and little to no long-term maintenance

•

Prequalifying local contractors to perform the required construction tasks

•

Materials acquisition and transportation to the construction site

Raised irrigation ditch along existing roadway.

American Society of Highway Engineers

Typical bridge along existing roadway.
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“Link” continued from p. 9

SUM-8-15.63 Project Description
The reconstruction of SR 8 from south of Twinsburg Road to I 271 included the removal of a signalized at grade intersection at
Twinsburg Road, the construction of two directional ramps between SR 8 and I 271 and the upgrading of all existing interchange ramps to
current standards. Both SR 8 and I 271 were significantly widened, seven new bridges were built and four existing bridges underwent major
rehabilitation. Roadway work included the placement of over 750,000 cubic yards of roadway fill, extensive drainage upgrades, relocation
of a major high voltage utility line, water and sewer line relocations, construction of a service road, and reconstruction of driveways along
Twinsburg and Highland Roads. Eleven bridges were constructed or rehabilitated for the project requiring 6.4 million pounds of structural
steel, 3.1 million pounds of reinforcing steel and nearly 14,000 cubic yards of concrete. The project also included the construction of 13
mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) walls plus one temporary MSE wall for maintenance of traffic.

Project Complexities
Numerous design and construction challenges were inherent in this project, including poor soils, large fills, MSE walls that exceeded
30 feet in height and bridges that had to accommodate curved alignments, long spans and high skew angles. Environmental impacts were
a major concern requiring extensive coordination between ODOT and the various regulatory agencies to mitigate the impacts. A total of 23
streams (over 4000 LF) and 32 wetlands (over 14 acres) were impacted leading ODOT (in partnership with Summit County Metro Parks) to
create the largest wetland bank in Ohio for mitigation of these impacts. Geotechnical challenges included large settlements with fills up to 35
feet. One half million linear feet of wick drains were used to decrease settlement periods from at least two years to maximum of nine months.
Maintenance of traffic was also complicated with all traffic lanes maintained during construction.

Project Completion
The SUM 8 15.63 section was completed and opened to traffic in 2009. This project was the largest construction project for ODOT District 4
at $96.3M. The southern two miles of the ‘Missing Link’ are currently under construction with upgrade to the Ohio Turnpike (I-80) interchange
and elimination of the last two signalized intersections with overpasses and an interchange between SR 8 and local roads. This section will be
completed late in 2011. n

Innovation ahead
In a society always on the move, the need for safe,
efficient and reliable transportation systems expands
rapidly and challenges conventional wisdom.

www.arcadis-us.com

ARCADIS complements tradition with innovation. From
conceptual design to system integration, our seasoned
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planning, design and management options—and
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and yours.
For more information write to us at
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As the Wheel Turns
Charles L. Flowe, PE, ASHE National Secretary, has been named the Transportation Practice Leader in North
Carolina by KCI Associates of North Carolina, a subsidiary of consulting engineer KCI Technologies Inc. His primary
goal is to build an exceptional transportation design practice that represents all modes of transportation with his main
focus on enhancing mobility for the citizens of North Carolina.
Charlie, a former ASHE National President, has more than 30 years of experience in planning, design and
construction management of infrastructure projects throughout the eastern United States. Flowe recently served as
design project manager for the extension of Interstate 26 in Asheville, N.C. He oversaw the preliminary design of
multiple alternatives while minimizing impacts to historic, archaeologic and natural resources for this highly visible
urban roadway.
“I’m happy to have someone on board like Charlie who’s been involved in the transportation industry, and
specifically, the North Carolina market, for many years,” said Senior Vice President and discipline manager Harvey M.
Floyd, PE. “His experience and strong management skills are perfectly suited to lead the growth of our transportation staff and capabilities in
North Carolina.”
Flowe received a bachelor’s degree in civil engineering from North Carolina State University in 1983. He is a registered professional
engineer in North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia and West Virginia; and is currently the national secretary and serves on the board of

ASHE
Newsletter
directors of the American
Society
of Highway Engineers. Flowe is co-chair of the NCDOT Joint Consultant Procurement Committee and

NCDOT Joint Operations
Subcommittee
for the American Council of Engineering Companies of North Carolina, and is also an associate
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“Reconnecting” continued from p. 5
were chosen to complement the existing historic foundry building,
the Borough’s streetscape plan, and the existing Phoenix column
pedestrian bridge just downstream of the new structure. Other
mitigation measures included creating informative plaques to
be mounted along the bridge sidewalks at overlook points to the
foundry building and under the bridge along the new/relocated
trails. These plaques provide a history of the Phoenix Iron Company
as well as the historic bridges that occupied the site. JMT also
coordinated with the developer of the adjacent foundry building
to procure original Phoenix columns found discarded on-site, and
then re-used the columns to support the plaques. The design also
provided room for possible future railway expansion, future site
development, and most notably allowed an opening for the future
French Creek Parkway.
The PennDOT/JMT design team provided an aesthetically

Transportation General Civil Water & Environment
■

■

6110 Frost Place Laurel, MD 20707
18 offices serving our clients in the U.S. and Overseas
■

pleasing structure that met the site’s functional and cultural needs,
was embraced by the local community, allowed for future site

G-and-O.com 301.982.2800 866.322.8905
■

■

development, and increased the load carrying capacity to restore safe
movement across French Creek, the Railroad, and the site below. The
project also served to preserve and document the history of the site.
The project was completed ahead of schedule and opened to
traffic on October 16, 2009. The new bridge was constructed by
Nyleve Bridge Corporation of Emmaus, Pennsylvania. n
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